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NO ᄢቇฬ ⑼⋡ฬ ᜂᒰ⠪
ੱᢙ
ᜂᒰ⠪ߩኾ㐷ಽ㊁
1 I⍴ᦼᄢቇ ଻⢒ౝኈᜰዉᴺ(⴫⃻) 1 ਇ᣿
2 S⍴ᦼᄢቇ ଻⢒ౝኈ⴫⃻ 1 㖸ᭉ
3 K⍴ᦼᄢቇ ଻⢒ౝኈ࡮⴫⃻Τ 1 ଻⢒࡮ᐜఽᢎ⢒
4 M⍴ᦼᄢቇ ଻⢒ౝኈ⎇ⓥΧ(⴫⃻) 1 ㅧᒻ
5 Hᄢቇ ଻⢒ౝኈߩ⎇ⓥ࡮⴫⃻A 1 ଻⢒࡮ᐜఽᢎ⢒
6 Uᄢቇ ଻⢒ౝኈ(⴫⃻) 1 Ṷ഍
7 S⍴ᦼᄢቇ ଻⢒ౝኈ㧦⴫⃻ 1 ਇ᣿
8 Tᄢቇ ଻⢒ౝኈߩᜰዉᴺ(⴫⃻) 1 ଻⢒࡮ᐜఽᢎ⢒
9 Tᄢቇ ଻⢒ౝኈߩត᳞(⴫⃻) 1 Ṷ഍
10 N⍴ᦼᄢቇ ሶߤ߽ߣ⴫⃻ 1 㖸ᭉ
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11 Tᄢቇ ଻⢒ౝኈฦ⺰(⴫⃻A) 1 㖸ᭉ
12 S⍴ᦼᄢቇ ⴫⃻ߩᜰዉ(㖸૕) 1 㖸ᭉ
13 Nᄢቇ ⴫⃻ᜰዉᴺ 1 㖸ᭉ
14 Mᄢቇ ଻⢒ౝኈ ⴫⃻Σ 1 ଻⢒࡮ᐜఽᢎ⢒
15 Tᄢቇ⍴ᦼᄢቇㇱ ⴫⃻ 1 ଻⢒࡮ᐜఽᢎ⢒
16 A⍴ᦼᄢቇ ଻⢒ౝኈ(⴫⃻) 2 ㅧᒻޔ㖸ᭉ
17 Oᄢቇ ሶߤ߽ߣ⴫⃻Σ ԙ 1 㖸ᭉ
18 Hᄢቇ⍴ᦼᄢቇㇱ ଻⢒ౝኈ⎇ⓥ(⴫⃻ᵴേ) 1 ଻⢒࡮ᐜఽᢎ⢒
19 H⍴ᦼᄢቇ ଻⢒ౝኈṶ⠌ޟ⴫⃻Τޠ 1 ਇ᣿
20 Mᄢቇ⍴ᦼᄢቇㇱ ଻⢒ౝኈ࡮⴫⃻Τ 1 ਇ᣿
21 Kᄢቇ ଻⢒ౝኈߩ⎇ⓥ࡮⴫⃻ᛛⴚA 2 ⊒㆐ޔ㖸ᭉ
22 Sᄢቇ ଻⢒ౝኈᜰዉᴺ ⴫⃻AΤ 1 ਇ᣿
23 K⍴ᦼᄢቇ ଻⢒ౝኈߩᜰዉᴺC 1 り૕
24 Tᄢቇ ሶߤ߽ߣ૕⢒ 1 ⶄᢙߩኾ㐷ಽ㊁
25 Hᄢቇ⍴ᦼᄢቇㇱ ଻⢒ౝኈ(⴫⃻) 1 㖸ᭉ
26 Yᄢቇ ଻⢒ౝኈ ⴫⃻Τ 3 ㅧᒻޔਇ᣿ޔり૕
27 Hᄢቇ ଻⢒ౝኈ(⴫⃻A)1ࠢ࡜ࠬ 2 り૕ޔਇ᣿
28 K⍴ᦼᄢቇ ଻⢒ౝኈ(⴫⃻Σ)(り૕ߣ㖸ᭉB) 1 り૕
29 Sᄢቇ⍴ᦼᄢቇㇱ ଻⢒ౝኈ(✚ว⴫⃻) 3 㖸ᭉޔり૕ޔㅧᒻ
30 Fᄢቇ ଻⢒ౝኈ࡮⴫⃻Τ 2 ㅧᒻޔ㖸ᭉ
31 Tᄢቇ ଻⢒ౝኈṶ⠌(⴫⃻) 1 ㅧᒻ
32 Fᄢቇ ଻⢒ౝኈ(⴫⃻) 3 り૕ޔㅧᒻޔ㖸ᭉ
33 Nᄢቇ⍴ᦼᄢቇㇱ ⴫⃻(ᜰዉᴺࠍ฽߻) 2 り૕ޔㅧᒻ
34 Nᄢቇ ߎߤ߽ߩ⴫⃻ c(✚ว⴫⃻) 1 ⶄᢙߩኾ㐷ಽ㊁























ኈౝޔⷐ᭎ ฬ⋡⑼ ฬቇᄢ ON










ṶԜ ߁ߚ߁ԛ ߻⺒Ԛ ࠆ⺆ԙ ࠆߔࠍߒ⹤Ԙ ኤ⠨ߣ〣ታߩ⃻⴫ࠆ
⠌ታᡆᮨߣᚑ૞ߩ᩺ዉᜰ⃻⴫㧚㧢 ࠆߓ


















































޿ࠄߨޔᮡ⋡ޔ⊛⋡ ฬ⋡⑼ ฬቇᄢ ON
































































1 ╙ 9࿁ ⴫⃻ߩ᭽ޘߥᛛᴺ(࿾ၞ⚫੺഍)
32 Fᄢቇ ଻⢒ౝኈ
(⴫⃻)











2 ╙11࿁⋡ ⴫⃻ࠍ૞ࠅ಴ߔ Σ ߹ߨߞߎㆆ߮߆ࠄ഍ߏߞ














2 10࿁ ഍ㆆ߮ߩ⴫⃻ޔ11࿁ ഍ㆆ߮ߩ⴫⃻
14 Mᄢቇ ଻⢒ౝኈ
⴫⃻Σ






























႐ࠄ߆ᧄ⛗ఽᐜ 1 ࠆ૞ࠍ࡞ࠞࠫ࡯ࡘࡒࠄ߆ᧄ⛗ ࿁41 ╙ 2
ࠫ࡯ࡘࡒߌߟࠍࠬࡦ࠳ޔࡈ࡝࠮ߡߞߊߟࠍᧄบޔ߮ㆬࠍ㕙







⴫ ( ⠌ Ṷ
)⃻


































)2(߮ㆆ഍ ࿁ 01 ╙ޔ⹤ኻޔࠆ⺆ࠍ⹖บ)1(߮ㆆ഍ ࿁9 ╙ 3






ࠆ߃ᡰ߇⠪⢒଻ 21ޔࠆ߃⠨ߡ޿ߟߦ഍ ⃻⴫ࠆߖ⷗ 11 3





ࠍᛛታࠍ⃻⴫૕りࠆ޿ߡࠇࠊⴕߦ㓙ታߢ࿦⒩ᐜ( ⋡࿁5 ╙ 4
࿁21 ╙ޔ)⃻⴫⊛഍(Ԛ⃻⴫ࠆߌ߅ߦᦼఽᐜ)ࠆߔ㛎૕ߡߒㅢ
ߔ૞ഃࠍ߮ㆆ഍ߢࡊ࡯࡞ࠣ 1)߮ㆆ഍(߮ㆆ⃻⴫ߩఽᐜ ⋡


































21 ╙ޔ૞⵾ߩ߮ㆆ഍ 1 ⠌Ṷߣ૞ഃߩേᵴ⃻⴫ ࿁ 11 ╙ 4
⴫ ࿁31 ╙ޔ૞⵾ߩ߮ㆆ഍ 2 ⠌Ṷߣ૞ഃߩേᵴ⃻⴫ ࿁
േᵴ⃻⴫ ࿁41 ╙ޔ૞⵾ߩ߮ㆆ഍ 3 ⠌Ṷߣ૞ഃߩേᵴ⃻
૞⵾ߩ߮ㆆ഍ 4 ⠌Ṷߣ૞ഃߩ

















࡯ࡘࡒ࠾ࡒ ㅳ3 ╙ޔ)ࠅ૞ᧄ⣉(࡞ࠞࠫ࡯ࡘࡒ࠾ࡒ ㅳ2 ╙ 5
ㅳ4 ╙ޔ)ࡑࡑ(⃻⴫⃻⴫૕りߚ޿↪ࠍౕ㆏ᄢޔᴺዉᜰ࡞ࠞࠫ



































⴫ ว ✚ (
)⃻













































































































This study analyzed the syllabus with a focus on specialty of teacher, schematic and objective element, frequency
and content, and the terms. This investigation clarified the tendency of their expertise, schematic and objective
situation, and specific examples.
